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Abstract
Neural language models are a critical component of state-of-the-art systems for machine
translation, summarization, audio transcription, and other tasks. These language models
are almost universally autoregressive in nature,
generating sentences one token at a time from
left to right. This paper studies the influence of
token generation order on model quality via a
novel two-pass language model that produces
partially-filled sentence “templates” and then
fills in missing tokens. We compare various
strategies for structuring these two passes and
observe a surprisingly large variation in model
quality. We find the most effective strategy
generates function words in the first pass followed by content words in the second. We believe these experimental results justify a more
extensive investigation of generation order for
neural language models.

1

Introduction

Neural networks have been extremely successful
statistical models of text in language modeling and
machine translation. Despite differences in model
architectures, state of the art neural nets generate sequences from left to right (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Jozefowicz et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016).
Although in some sense humans produce and consume language from left to right as well, there are
many other intuitively appealing ways to generate text. For instance, language is slow enough
on a neurological time scale for multiple passes
of generation that incorporate feedback to occur.
Linguistic intuition might suggest that we should
first generate some abstract representation of what
we want to say and then serialize it, a process that
seems more universally appropriate given the existence of languages with freer word order such as
Czech and Polish.
∗
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There has been interest in moving beyond the
left-to-right generation order by developing alternative multi-stage strategies such as syntax-aware
neural language models (Bowman et al., 2016)
and latent variable models of text (Wood et al.,
2011). Before embarking on a long-term research
program to find better generation strategies that
improve modern neural networks, one needs evidence that the generation strategy can make a
large difference. This paper presents one way of
isolating the generation strategy from the general
neural network design problem. Our key technical contribution involves developing a flexible and
tractable architecture that incorporates different
generation orders, while enabling exact computation of the log-probabilities of a sentence. Our experiments demonstrate that even when using a few
simple two-pass generation orders, the differences
between good and bad orderings are substantial.
We consider ways of reordering the tokens
within a sequence based on their identities. The
best ordering we tried generates function words
first and content words last, which cuts against the
idea of committing to the general topic of a sentence first and only then deciding exactly how to
phrase it. We offer some possible explanations in
Section 3, and we conclude that our experimental results justify a more extensive investigation of
the generation order for language and translation
models.

2

Two-pass Language Models

We develop a family of two-pass language models that depend on a partitioning of the vocabulary into a set of first-pass and second-pass tokens
to generate sentences. We perform a preprocessing step on each sequence y, creating two new sequences y(1) and y(2) . The sequence y(1) , which
we call the template, has the same length as y,
and consists of the first-pass tokens from y together with a special placeholder token wherever
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sentence
” all you need to do
if you want the nation ’s press camped
on your doorstep is to
say you once had a
[UNK] in 1947 , ”
he noted memorably in
his diary . [EOS]
the team announced
thursday that the 6foot-1 , [UNK] starter
will remain in detroit
through the 2013 season . [EOS]
scotland ’s next game
is a friendly against
the czech republic at
hampden on 3 march .
[EOS]
of course , millions of
additional homeowners did make a big mistake : they took advantage of ” liar loans
” and other [UNK]
deals to buy homes
they couldn ’t afford .
[EOS]

common first
” all you to if you
the ’s
on
is to you had a
[UNK] in , ” he
in his . [EOS]

rare first
need
do
want
nation
press camped
your
doorstep
say
once
1947
noted memorably
diary [EOS]

function first
” all you to if you
the ’s
on your
is to you
a
in , ” he
in his
. [EOS]

content first
need do
want nation press
doorstep
camped
say once had
[UNK] 1947
noted memorably
diary [EOS]

odd first
” all you need
you the nation ’s
press camped on your
say you
doorstep
once had
” noted
his .
[EOS]

the
[UNK]
the

team announced
thursday
6-foot-1
starter
remain
detroit through
2013 season [EOS]

the

that the
,
will
in
through the
.
[EOS]

team announced
thursday
6-foot-1
[UNK] starter
remain detroit
2013 season [EOS]

the team announced
the 6-foot-1
will remain
through the 2013
.
[EOS]

scotland next game
friendly against
czech republic hampden
3 march
[EOS]
course millions
additional homeowners did make
big
took admistake
vantage
liar loans
other
deals
buy homes couldn
afford [EOS]

’s
is a against
at on
.
the
[EOS]

scotland next game
friendly
czech republic hampden
3 march
[EOS]
course
millions
additional homeowners did make
big mistake
took advantage
liar loans
other
buy
[UNK] deals
homes
couldn ’t
afford [EOS]

’s next game
the czech republic at
hampden on 3 march .
[EOS]

’s
at

of
a
”

that the ,
will in
. [EOS]

is a
on

,

to
[EOS]

the
. [EOS]

of
: they
of
” and [UNK]
they ’t .

of

, of
a
: they
of ”
” and
to
they
. [EOS]

of

of additional
big
they
advantage of
” and other
” liar
deals buy homes
they couldn afford .
[EOS]

Table 1: Some example sentences from the dataset and their corresponding templates. The placeholder token is
indicated by “ ”.

y had a second-pass token. The sequence y(2) has
length equal to the number of these placeholders,
and consists of the second-pass tokens from y in
order.
We use a neural language model p1 to generate
y(1) , and then a conditional translation model p2
to generate y(2) given y(1) . Note that, since the
division of the vocabulary into first- and secondpass tokens is decided in advance, there is a oneto-one correspondence between sequences y and
pairs (y(1) , y(2) ). The total probability of y is then
p(y) = p1 (y(1) ) p2 (y(2) | y(1) ) .

(1)

Two-pass language models present a unique opportunity to study the importance of generation order because, since the template is a deterministic
function of y, the probability of y can be computed exactly. This is in contrast to a language
model using a latent generation order, which requires a prohibitive marginalization over permutations to compute the exact probabilities. Given
the tractable nature of the model, exact learning
based on log-likelihood is possible, and we can
compare different vocabulary partitioning strategies both against each other and against a singlepass language model.
Our implementation consists of two copies of
the Transformer model from Vaswani et al. (2017).
The first copy just generates the template, so it has
no encoder. The second copy is a sequence-to-

sequence model that translates the template into
the complete sentence. There are three places in
this model where word embeddings appear — the
first-phase decoder, the second-phase encoder, and
the second-phase decoder — and all three sets
of parameters are shared. The output layer also
shares the embedding parameters.1
For the second pass, we include the entire target
sentence, not just the second-pass tokens, on the
output side. In this way, when generating a token,
the decoder is allowed to examine all tokens to the
left of its position. However, only the second-pass
tokens count toward the loss, since in the other positions the correct token is already known. Our
loss function is then the sum of all of these numbers (from both copies) divided by the length of
the original sentence, which is the log-perplexity
that our model assigns to the sentence.
We tried five different ways of splitting the vocabulary:
Common First and Rare First: The vocabulary was sorted by frequency and then a cutoff was
chosen, splitting the vocabulary into “common”
and “rare” tokens. The location of the cutoff2 was
chosen so that the number of common tokens and
the number of rare tokens in the average sentence
were approximately the same. In “common first”
1
This behavior is enabled in the publicly available implementation of Transformer using the hyperparameter called
shared embedding and softmax weights.
2
In our experiments on LM1B, this is at index 78.
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we place the common tokens in the first pass, and
in “rare first” we start with the rare tokens.
Function First and Content First: We parsed
about 1% of LM1B’s training set using Parsey McParseface (Andor et al., 2016) and assigned each
token in the vocabulary to the grammatical role it
was assigned most frequently by the parser. We
used this data to divide the vocabulary into “function” words and “content” words; punctuation,
adpositions, conjunctions, determiners, pronouns,
particles, modal verbs, “wh-adverbs” (Penn partof-speech tag WRB), and conjugations of “be” were
chosen to be function words. In “function first” we
place the function words in the first phase and in
“content first” we start with the content words.
Odd First: As a control, we also used a linguistically meaningless split where tokens at an odd
index in the frequency-sorted vocabulary list were
assigned to the first pass and tokens with an even
index were assigned to the second pass.
A few sentences from the dataset are shown in
Table 1 together with their templates. Note that the
common and function tokens are very similar; the
main differences are the “unknown” token, conjugations of “have,” and some prepositions.

3

Experimental Results and Discussion

We ran experiments with several different ways of
splitting the vocabulary into first-pass and secondpass tokens. We trained all of these models on the
One Billion Word Language Modeling benchmark
(LM1B) dataset (Chelba et al., 2013). One sixth
of the training data was used as a validation set.
We used a vocabulary of size 65,536 consisting of
whole words (rather than word pieces) converted
to lower-case.
We compared the two-pass generation strategies
to a baseline version of Transformer without an
encoder, which was trained to unconditionally predict the target sentences in the ordinary way. Because the two-pass models contain slightly more
trainable parameters than this baseline, we also
compare to an “enhanced baseline” in which the
size of Transformer’s hidden space was increased
to make the number of parameters match the twopass models.
Both the two-pass models and the baselines
used the hyperparameters referred to as base in
the publicly available implementation of Transformer,3 which has a hidden size of 512, a filter
3

github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor

size of 2048, and 8 attention heads, except that the
enhanced baseline used a hidden size of 704. We
used a batch size of 4096. All models were trained
using ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014), with β1 =
0.85, β2 = 0.997, and  = 10−6 . The learning rate
was tuned by hand separately for each experiment
and the experiments that produced the best results
on the validation set are reported. Dropout was
disabled after some initial experimentation found
it to be detrimental to the final validation loss.
Table 2 shows the results for all the two-pass
generation strategies we tried as well as the baselines, sorted from worst to best on the validation
set. Strikingly, the linguistically meaningless odd
first generation strategy that splits words arbitrarily between the two phases is far worse than the
baseline, showing that the two-pass setup on its
own provides no inherent advantage over a single
phase. The common first and closely related function first strategies perform the best of all the twopass strategies, whereas the rare first and closely
related content first strategies are much worse.
Since the control, rare first, and content first orderings are all worse than the baseline, the gains seen
by the other two orderings cannot be explained by
the increase in the number of trainable parameters
alone.
The enhanced version of the baseline achieved
slightly better perplexity than the best of the twopass models we trained. Given that state-of-theart results with Transformer require models larger
than the ones we trained, we should expect growing the embedding and hidden size to produce
large benefits. However, the two-pass model we
proposed in this work is primarily a tool to understand the importance of sequence generation order and was not designed to be parameter efficient.
Thus, as these results indicate, increasing the embedding size in Transformer is a more effective use
of trainable parameters than having extra copies
of the other model parameters for the second pass
(recall that the embeddings are shared across both
passes).
One potential explanation for why the function first split performed the best is that, in order to generate a sentence, it is easier to first decide something about its syntactic structure. If
this is the primary explanation for the observed
results, then common first’s success can be attributed to how many function words are also common. However, an alternative explanation might
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Model
odd first
rare first
content first
common first
function first
baseline
enhanced baseline

Train
39.925
38.283
38.321
36.525
36.126
38.668
35.945

Validation
45.377
43.293
42.564
41.018
40.246
41.888
39.845

Test
45.196
43.077
42.394
40.895
40.085
41.721
39.726

Table 2: The perplexities achieved by the best version of each of our models.

simply be that it is preferable to delay committing
to a rare token for as long as possible as all subsequent decisions will then be conditioning on a lowprobability event. This is particularly problematic
in language modeling where datasets are too small
to cover the space of all utterances. We lack sufficient evidence to decide between these hypotheses
and believe further investigation is necessary.
Ultimately, our results show that contentdependent generation orders can have a surprisingly large effect on model quality. Moreover, the
gaps between different generation strategies can
be quite large.

4

Related Work

For tasks conditioning on sequences and sets, it is
well known that order significantly affects model
quality in applications such as machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014), program synthesis
(Vinyals et al., 2016), and text classification (Yogatama et al., 2016). Experimentally, Khandelwal
et al. (2018) show that recurrent neural networks
have a memory that degrades with time. Techniques such as attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014)
can be seen as augmenting that memory.
Text generation via neural networks, as in language models and machine translation, proceeds
almost universally left-to-right (Jozefowicz et al.,
2016; Sutskever et al., 2014). This is in stark contrast to phrase-based machine translation systems
(Charniak et al., 2003) which traditionally split
token translation and “editing” (typically via reordering) into separate stages. This line of work is
carried forward in Post-Editing Models (JunczysDowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2016), Deliberation
Networks (Xia et al., 2017), and Review Network
(Yang et al., 2016) which produce a “draft” decoding that is further edited. As any valid sequence may be used in a draft, calculating perplexity in these models is unfortunately intractable,

and model quality can only be evaluated via external tasks.
In addition to surface-form intermediate representation, syntax-based representations have a
rich history in text modeling. Chelba and Jelinek (1998); Yamada and Knight (2001); Graham
and Genabith (2010); Shen et al. (2018) integrate
parse structures, explicitly designed or automatically learned, into the decoding process.
Similar to the second phase of this work’s proposed model, (Fedus et al., 2018) directly tackles
the problem of filling in the blank, akin to the second stage of our proposed model. The Multi-Scale
version of PixelRNN in (Van Oord et al., 2016)
was also an inspiration for the two-pass setup we
used here.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

To investigate the question of generation order
in language modeling, we proposed a model that
generates a sentence in two passes, first generating tokens from left to right while skipping over
some positions and then filling in the positions that
it skipped. We found that the decision of which tokens to place in the first pass had a strong effect.
Given the success of our function word first
generation procedure, we could imagine taking
this idea beyond splitting the vocabulary. One
could run a parser on each sentence and use the
resulting tree to decide on the generation order.
Such a scheme might shed light on which aspect
of this split was most helpful. Finally, filling in a
template with missing words is a task that might be
interesting in its own right. One might want to provide partial information about the target sentence
as part of scripting flexible responses for a dialogue agent, question answering system, or other
system that mixes a hand-designed grammar with
learned responses.
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